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If your company is planning its migration to UC, you are 

undoubtedly looking for ways to make the changeover as 

smooth and cost effective as possible. This neat bundle from 

Jabra consists of a plug and play headset Jabra GN2000 IP and 

a Jabra LINK™ 280 adapter with inline call controls. Together, 

these two products enable a secure and user-friendly transition 

process. With Jabra LINK™ 280, you can answer calls from both 

your softphone and mobile phone using your Jabra GN2000 IP 

headset. Even if you are not using a headset today, you will 

probably find it an indispensible working tool in the future. 

And once you’ve tried using a headset, you will never look back.

 

Optimize yOur uC experienCe

While Jabra GN2000 IP headsets give you the chance to enjoy 

the superior UC wideband sound, Jabra LINK™ 280 makes it 

possible to answer calls to both your softphone and mobile 

phone. Moreover, you get a full range of call control 

functionality like answer/end calls, adjust volume and mute 

the microphone. In addition, PeakStop™ technology protects 

your hearing and the combination of Jabra GN2000 IP and 

Jabra LINK™ 280 is compliant with the Noise-at-work 

legislation.

Get it riGht frOm the start

Why struggle with poor voice integration and the tinny sound 

a PC speaker or a cheap PC headset, when you can get a high 

quality, professional headset? With this bundle, you get all 

these advantages, right from the start.

datasheet

Jabra GN2000 iP with 
Jabra LiNK™ 280

 - Superior UC wideband sound

 - One headset for two phones – you can answer calls to 

your mobile as well as your softphone thanks to the 

Jabra LINK™ 280 adapter

 - You don’t need to enter the UC interface on the PC. With 

Jabra LINK™ 280, you can handle your incoming calls from

the convenient inline control.

 - Connect the Jabra GN2000 IP headset to a desk phone 

using an optional Jabra GN1200 adapter

GN Netcom is a world leader in innovative headset solutions. GN Netcom  
develops, manufactures and markets its products under the Jabra brand name.
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feature Benefit

robust design solid construction and impact-resistant materials ensure long useful lifetime in tough

work environments

Large, feather-soft, pivoting leatherette ear 

cushions

self-adjusting for all-day comfort, plus outstanding inbound sound quality for 

crystal-clear customer conversation

rich, wideband sound:

-  frequency range up to 6,800 hz

-   meets tia-920 standard for genuine wideband 

response

optimum call clarity – Up to 70% more audio range than other so-called 

“wideband” headsets

Noise canceling microphone optimum voice quality even in very noise environments

choice of mono or duo speakers duo speakers are ideal for noisy offices and mono speakers for single offices or quiet 

work environments

Peakstop™ technology – max. 118 db sPL (rm s)* 

according to UL 60950 standards

Protection against sudden, loud sounds coming across the telephone network

* sound Pressure Level (root mean square)

feature Benefit

Plug & play convenience Jabra LiNK™ 280 is plug-and-play with Pcs running Windows or mac os. absolutely no 

software to install. the Jabra LiNK™ 280 is as easy to install as it is to use

compatible with all Usb-capable computers eliminate noise and sound-card compatibility problems

Quick disconnect (Qd) Works with all Jabra Qd headsets

Jabra multiuse Bluetooth® connection User can switch seamlessly between Pc-based iP telephony and mobile phone calls

Noise at work compliance Noise at work regulations – cumulative noise exposure should never exceed 85 db sPL

Programmable buttons two of the four in-line control buttons can be programmed from the computer to 

perform user-defined tasks such as “answer mobile phone call” – or to comply with 

commands in softphones
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